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Post-deployment code dissemination in wireless sensor networks (WSN) is challenging as the code

has to be transmitted via energy-expensive wireless communication. In this paper, we propose
novel update-conscious compilation (UCC) techniques to achieve energy efficiency. By integrat-
ing the compilation decisions in generating the old binary, an update-conscious compiler strives
to match the old decisions, which improves the binary code similarity, reduces the amount of

transmitted data to remote sensors, and thus, consumes less energy. In this paper, we develop
update-conscious register allocation and data layout algorithms. Our experimental results show
great improvements over the traditional, update-oblivious approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Compilers; C.2.3 [Net-
work Operations]: Network Management—Reprogramming

General Terms: Design, Languages, Performance

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Register allocation, Sensor networks, Code dissemination

1. INTRODUCTION

The wireless sensor network (WSN) [Callaway, 2003; Juang et al.,2002; Kahn et al., 2000]
has recently emerged as a promising computing platform for many nontraditional appli-
cations such as wildfire monitoring in forests, and intelligence surveillance in battle field.
A WSN usually consists of hundreds or thousands of low-cost, battery-powered sensor
nodes that are preloaded with application code and data, andthen deployed into the field
to track events of interest. Sensing results are constructed into data packets, and routed
back to a sink node which is typically more powerful, user accessible and has fewer energy
constraints. In contrast, the sensor nodes are usually leftunattended after deployment, so
they are extremely energy and storage constrained. Of all constraints in a WSN, the energy
constraint is more predominant and largely determines the lifetime of the network.

Due to the changes of user requirements and environmental conditions, the preloaded
program code and data on wireless sensors often need to be updated. For example, a WSN
may be deployed in a field where scientists have very limited knowledge of, e.g., deep
ocean or wild nature. In those environments, people first collect and analyze the field
data and then develop more effective sensing functions to process more interesting and
important phenomena. Such functions are often missing in the preloaded code. A WSN can
also be deployed inside a building to detect water damage, sound propagation, earthquake
damage, etc. Preloading all functions into the sensors is infeasible due to their limited
memory sizes. In addition, it may also be infeasible to deploy a new WSN for every new
task. Hence, reprogramming sensors on demand is more economical and practical [Levis
and Culler, 2002].

Since sensor nodes are left unattended (or even become unreachable) after deployment,
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reprogramming can only be done through wireless communication which is expensive in
terms of energy consumption. For large WSNs where the sink cannot reach every node
through broadcasting, updates can only be transmitted hop-by-hop within the WSN, con-
suming significant energy. Recent studies have shown that sending a single bit of data con-
sumes about the same energy as executing 1000 instructions [Shnayder et al., 2004; Reijers
and Langendoen, 2003]. As a result, it is essential to conserve the energy in a WSN during
the code and data dissemination, especially when the updatehappens frequently.

The current code dissemination approaches can be categorized according towhat is to
be transmitted over the network. The simplest solution, employed by Deluge (the default
code distribution scheme in TinyOS[Tinyos, 2008]), is to transmit the complete updated
binary code to replace the old version on sensors. Another approach, thediff-based design,
compares the code of successive versions and generates an edit script that summarizes the
differences. Only the script is transmitted to the remote sensor where the new code is
re-generated from both the old image and the edit script. Since less data is transmitted
over the network, and the edit script is usually simple and can be easily interpreted by the
sensor, the diff-based approach significantly improves energy-efficiency and has become
more popular in WSNs [Reijers and Langendoen, 2003; Panta et al., 2007; Jeong and
Culler, 2004; Marron et al., 2006; Koshy et al., 2005; Dunkels et al., 2006].

Code can also be disseminated at different levels. Some recent work introduced a small
virtual machine [Levis and Culler, 2002] or a dynamic linker[Dunkels et al., 2006; Koshy
et al., 2005] on remote sensors. Instead of binary instructions, the code is represented at
a higher level, e.g., virtual machine primitives, which canminimize the code difference
in many cases. The tradeoff is that such approaches introduce high runtime overhead and
may consume more energy in the long run.

Though the concept of incremental update was incorporated in the above approaches,
the code differences are derived from binaries generated using theconventional compiler’s
code generation methods, with possibly some optimizations. Therefore, a simple change
in the source code may result in many changes in the final binary. This has limited the
diff-based approaches to only small updates such as fixing a bug [Reijers and Langendoen,
2003].

In this paper, we proposeupdate-conscious compilation (UCC) techniques that target at
improving the code similarity between the binary code and its previous version. Specif-
ically, we attempt to minimize the instruction differencesso that the update transmission
over a WSN is greatly reduced. However, this may result in a compromise in code execu-
tion time which is a concern since the new code is executed on remote sensors hereafter.
We consider this tradeoff and generate the new code in a way that the overall energy con-
sumption is reduced in the long run. After generating the newcode, the differences are
summarized in a small script which is then transmitted to theremote sensor. The new code
is generated on the remote sensor through interpreting the update script to change the old
binary. This concludes the code dissemination process.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The overview of update-conscious
compilation is presented in Section 2. We discuss update-conscious register allocation in
Section 3, and update-conscious data allocation in Section4. The code dissemination is
discussed in Section 5. The experimental results are presented in Section 6. More related
work is discussed in Section 7. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 8.
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2. OVERVIEW

The conventional compilation takes the following steps to generate a binary code from the
source code, as depicted in Figure 1. First, the compiler converts the source codeS into an
intermediate representationir. Next, the compiler optimizes their for several iterations,
and produces the optimized intermediate representationIR. Finally, the code generation
stage usesIR to generate the binary codeE by applying data allocation, code placement,
register allocation, etc.

Our proposed update-conscious compilation is performed atthe code generation stage,
i.e. fromIR toE. This helps to preserve the performance improvements from the optimiza-
tion passes. In this paper we focus on the register allocation and data allocation techniques.
For clarity, we assume that the optimization passes areindependent of register allocation
and data allocation, and other optimizations will be investigated in our future work.

S ir

S source code

ir intermediate representation

IR intermediate representation after optimization

E binary executable for S

Symbols with ' are updated versions

∆ is the difference between IR and IR’

U is the update script

IR E

S’ ir’ IR’

E’

optimization

optimization
update

U

∆

Fig. 1. The sink-side update-aware compilation.

WhenS is updated toS’ (Figure 1),ir andIR are also updated toir’ andIR’
respectively. Let∆ represent the differences between theIR’ and its previous versionIR.
With ∆, the compiler can analyze and decide how to generate the binary E’ such that its
difference fromE, denoted asU, is small. The decision is made by considering the energy
gain and cost from transmitting the code to versus executingthe code on remote sensors.
Finally whenE’ is generated,U is produced and summarized in a script which is then
disseminated to the sensors. � ��� � � � � � � 	 
 �

Fig. 2. The sensor-side code update and execution.

The code update on remote sensors is relatively simple, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
update scriptU is interpreted locally to change the old binaryE to E’. Changes may in-
clude inserting/removing instructions, constant updates, register name replacement, etc.
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As a comparison, previous schemes such as code update with virtual machine on sensors
[Levis and Culler, 2002], or using a dynamic linker [Dunkelset al., 2006] do not store
the executables in sensors. Thus, they tend to introduce much more runtime overhead and
consume more energy than our binary level update scheme.

2.1 The power model and its application in compilation

While improving the code similarity is our goal, it is also essential to consider its impact
to energy consumption when the code is executed on remote sensors. In general, improved
code similarity results in a smaller update script, and thusless transmission energy con-
sumption. In some cases, slightly slower code may still havebetter energy-efficiency. For
example, it might worth the effort to reduce the update script by one word because the new
code is not executed very frequently but is very necessary onthe sensors. One can also
argue for a counterexample. To achieve a good balance between transmission energy and
execution energy, we need to first develop a power model for our framework.

We select the Mica2 Mote [Xbow] as our test bed while the techniques are applicable
to other types of sensors as well. Mica2 Mote includes a 7.3Mhz CPU, 128KB program
flash memory, 512KB measurement flash memory, and 4KB configuration EEPROM. It
can transmit data at 38.4Kbps. For Mica2 Motes, transmitting a data bit takes more CPU
cycles and more overhead than executing an instruction. In Figure 3, we show the current
that the sensor draws at different operational modes [Shnayder et al., 2004]. From these
parameters, prior work [Shnayder et al., 2004] showed that for a typical battery capacity of
2700mAH, a Mica2 node that stays active for about 15 minutes per day can last for about
one year. In such a sensor network, transmitting more data adds buffering overhead and
increases the possibility of signal collision.

Recent studies [Reijers and Langendoen, 2003; Barr and Asanović, 2003] showed that
for such sensors, transmitting a single bit consumes about 1000 times more energy than
executing an ALU instruction.

Mode Current Mode Current

CPU active 8.0mA Radio Rx 7 mA
CPU idle 3.2mA Tx(+10dB) 21.5mA
CPU Standby 216µA EEPROM read 6.2mA
LEDs 2.2mA EEPROM write 18.4mA

Fig. 3. The power model for Mica2.

Next we collect program execution profiles to estimate how often an updated code will
be in use. This will help make good update decisions. For example, assume we need
to make a decision whether to add one more instruction in the final binary but save one
instruction word in transmission. It is overall energy-efficient only if the new instruction is
executed in less than 16,000 times (16-bit word width× 1000).

Let us consider another example that requires the knowledgeof the target WSN. Typical
sensors need to accomplish two types of tasks: data processing and data transmission.
Thus, the corresponding program code can be categorized into two types as well. For
large multi-hop WSNs that have thousands of nodes, a data report may jump 70 or more
hops before reaching the sink [Ye et al., 2005]. An interesting event may invoke the data
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processing code in the originating sensor once but the data transmission code 70 times
along the path to the sink. As a result, it is more energy-efficient to update data processing
code with the highest similarity to its previous version, but update data transmission code
with one that consumes the lowest energy (and less similarity to its previous version).

2.2 Disseminating the update

To distribute the new code onto remote sensors, the update issummarized in an edit script
(U in Figure 2) and then transmitted over the WSN. Such an edit script usually contains
several simple update primitives such ascopy, insert, replace, andremove.

Network protocol Deluge [Hui and Culler, 2004] is used to disseminate the scripts to
the network. The script is usually divided into a sequence ofdata packets. These packets
may be encrypted and/or authenticated for security protection [Lanigan et al., 2006; Dutta
et al., 2006]. The packets may also be grouped so that when remote sensors receive groups
out of order, they are still able to perform updates independent of the receiving order.

When a sensor node receives the complete update script, it runs the script interpreter to
build the new binary code based on the old version and the script.

3. UPDATE-CONSCIOUS REGISTER ALLOCATION

As mentioned in the overview, we perform update-conscious compilation in the code gen-
eration stage which typically involves register allocation, data and code placement. We
focus on the former two tasks in this paper and will investigate the code placement prob-
lem in our future work. In this section, we discuss the update-conscious register allocation
design.

We will first illustrate our strategy using a motivational example and formulate the
update-conscious allocation problem as a mixed integer non-linear programming problem
which targets at both performance improvement and energy minimization. It is not a linear
problem due to the non-linear specifications of the update energy consumption. We then
discuss how to approximate the non-linear specification using an integer linear program-
ming (ILP) program. The latter can be solved magnitudes times faster than the former for
problems of similar sizes.

3.1 Example: register allocation and code similarity

(1) a = …

… 

(5) … = a + ... 

… 

(10) … = a 

...

(12) b = …

...

(15) … = b  

(a) variables a and b 

are assigned to use R1

(b) a and b’s live ranges 

overlap after the update

a: R1

b: R1

(1) a = …

… 

(5) b = a + ... 

… 

(10) … = a 

...

(12) b = …

...

(15) … = b  

a: R1

b: R2

(c) split b’s live range and 

assign a new register

(1) a = …

… 

(5) b = a + ... 

… 

(10) … = a 

…

[ mov R2, R1] 

(12) b = …

...

(15) … = b  

a: R1

b: R2

b: R1

Fig. 4. Allocating different registers for improved energy efficiency.

While the register allocation problem has been well studied with great success in the
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past two decades [Chaitin et al., 1981; George and Appel, 1996; Goodwin and Wilken,
1996; Naik and Palsberg, 2002; Zhuang and Pande, 2006; Koes et al., 2006], no algorithm
has been proposed to address the update problem encounteredin sensor networks. In
Figure 4, we illustrate why different register allocation decisions can greatly impact the
code similarity, and the update cost. In this example, two variablesa andb initially have
disjoint live ranges and can be allocated to the same register R1 (Figure 4(a)). Assume
a small code change extendsb’s live range intoa’s. If there are enough free registers, a
modern register allocator will assign different registersto them, as depicted in Figure 4(b).
Variableb is assigned to a new registerR2, resulting in a name change for all the uses
in subsequent statements in the statement range{5,15}. In contrast, an alternativeupdate-
conscious decision may allocateb toR2 only for the range{5,11} whereR1 is not free, and
match the old allocation for the range{12, 15} with one extramov instruction, as shown
in Figure 4(c). By comparing these two solutions, it is clearthat while the solution (b)
achieves better code quality, the solution (c) results in less update cost. The discrepancy
in energy consumption between data transmission and instruction execution makes the
solution (c) more appealing as it consumes less energy unless the code is very frequently
executed, or the update is extremely rare.

3.2 Update-conscious register allocation

The basic idea of update-conscious register allocation (UCC-RA) is to retain mostly the old
register assignments and perform new register allocationsto changed and new instructions,
with preferences to the register assignment in the older version.

To achieve this, we assume the same optimization strategy incompiling both the old
and the new code. With similar code structures, we first identify new IR instructions as
“changed” or “non-changed”, and then group successive instructions of the same type into
chunks. A chunk is considered as “non-changed” if (i) all itsinstructions are not changed,
and (ii) the chunk size is larger thanK instructions, whereK is a predetermined threshold
to prevent from overly small chunks. Otherwise, it is mergedwith neighboring chunks to
form a “changed” chunk.

Our register allocator then allocates registers for each changed chunk, and gradually
matches the register assignment, or allocation decisions from both changed and non-changed
chunks for semantic correctness. Decisions for changed chunks are made by our UCC-RA
while decisions for unchanged chunks are taken from the old code before the update. The
two decisions are made conjointly. If a variable’s live range spans across the chunk bound-
ary, from “changed” to “non-changed” or vice versa, then theassignment in the “changed”
chunk givespreference to the assignment in the “non-changed” chunk to maximize the
similarity. However, this preference may not always be adopted by the allocator. If the
allocator decides to use a new register in the “changed” chunk, then amov instruction
between the two chunks should be inserted to move data between the new and the old reg-
isters. Register preference should also be given to the samevariables on different control
flow paths (they might be of different chunk types). However,if the allocator chooses a
different register, then amov instruction is also necessary.

Clearly, placing too many inter-register movement instructions requires not only trans-
mitting more update data to remote sensors but also executing more instructions at runtime.
Therefore it is desirable to develop a precise cost-benefit model such that an inter-register
movement instruction is inserted only if it is estimated to be energy-efficient.

Preferred-register tag. In UCC-RA, we tag each variable in an unchanged IR instruction
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(1) a = …

(2) b = …

…

(6) … = a+b

…

(9) … = b 

(a) a code chunk (b) at a definition point (statement (1))

(c) at a use point (statement (6))

cont.a.1X R1

mov.out.a.6X R2

register 

graph

memory 

graph

mov 

graph

cont.a.1X R2

mov.out.a.6X R1

mov.in.a.6X R1

mov.in.a.6X R2

useCont.a.6X R1
useCont.a.6X R2

use.a.6X R1

use.a.6X R2
ld.a.6X R2

ld.a.6X R1

cont.a.1X mem

mov.out.a.1X R2

register 

graph

memory 

graph

mov 

graph

mov.out.a.1X R1

mov.in.a.1X R1

mov.in.a.1X R2

cont.a.1X R1
cont.a.1X R2

def.a.1X R1

def.a.1X R2

st.a.1X R1

st.a.1X R2

cont.a.1X mem

cont.a.1X mem

Fig. 5. Decision variables.

with the register name that was assigned in the old binary. A preferred-register tag is a hint
to improving code similarity in UCC-RA.

3.3 Formalizing the update-conscious register allocation

Motivated by the 0/1 integer linear programming research for register allocation [Goodwin
and Wilken, 1996], we formalize our update-conscious register allocation as a non-linear
integer programming problem. We use a simple example in Figure 5 to explain our pro-
posed procedure. The code contains several instructions: the first two are the definitions of
variablea andb respectively, while the third one uses both variables. Let us assume after
statement (6),a is dead butb is still alive, and the preferred-registers ofa andb areR1
andR2 respectively.

The decision variables. For the code chunk in Figure 5(a), we first introduce a set of
decision variables that represent the register assignments we need to make at each program
point. For example, If variablea is allocated to registerR1 at statement (1), then we have
XR1

def.a.1 = 1 and∀Ri,Ri 6= R1,XRi
def.a.1 = 0. HereXRi

def.a.s is a decision variable
that shows if variablea is assigned to the registerRi at statements. A decision variable
X∗∗ can take value 0 or 1, with 1 meaning that the corresponding assertion is true, and 0
otherwise. As another example, if we decided to insert an instruction “mov R2 to R3”
for b before statement (4), we setXR2

mov.out.b.4 = 1, XR3

mov.in.b.4 = 1, and all othermov
decision variablesX∗mov.∗.b.4 as 0. As discussed, such amov instruction may be inserted
to releaseR2 for other variables, or to match the old assignment ofb to R3 after statement
(4). The following is a full list of decision variables that we used in UCC-RA.

When defining proper decision variables, we aim to keep their total number small so
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a/s/Ri variablea / statements / RegisterRi (1≤i≤31);

XRi
mov.out.a.s if a is moved fromRi to another register ats;

XRi
mov.in.a.s if a is moved from another register toRi ats;

XRi
def.a.s if a is allocated toRi at its definition points;

XRi
cont.a.s if a is allocated toRi after its def points;

XRi
lastUse.a.s if a is allocated toRi at its last use points anda is dead afters.
XRi

use.a.s if a is allocated toRi ats, but not inRi afters; statements is not the last use.
XRi

useCont.a.s if a is allocated toRi ats, and is also inRi afters; statements is not the last use.

XRi
st.a.s if a is spilled fromRi to memory afters;

XRi
ld.a.s if a is loaded from memory toRi before its use points;

Xmem
cont.a.s if the variable is kept in memory after the statements;

that the solver takes less time to find a solution. For example, we introduce two decision
variablesXRi

mov.in.a.s andXRi
mov.out.a.s instead of a more intuitiveXRi←Rj

mov.a.s (movea from
Rj to Ri at statements) because of the following reason. Assume there are 31 registers;
the one-variable definition would introduce31×30 mov decision variables for each variable
at a program point. This will increase the problem size and slow down the solver. Instead,
we decouple themov’s source register from the destination register such that only 31 × 2
decision variables are required. Then, we simply correctlycombine the corresponding
move-in and mov-out variables to implement the register move.

The constraints. With above decision variables, we convert the register allocation prob-
lem into a problem of assigning value 0 and 1 to these variables. To ensure that the value
assignment can be mapped back to a valid register assignment, these variables are subject
to a set of constraints.

We first define the constraints for variable definitions. Eachvariable should be allocated
to one and only one register at its definition point. Thus we have, for each variablea at its
definition points, one and only oneXRi

def.a.s can be 1, or,

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
def.a.s = 1. (1)

To ensure valid inter-register movements, we define constraints onmov decision vari-
ables as well. Since we may and may not insert a move instruction at a program point; and
the move-in and move-out decision variables should appear in pairs, we have:

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
mov.out.a.s ≤ 1

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
mov.out.a.s =

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
mov.in.a.s (2)

At a statements, variablea may be loaded from the memory, or come from inter-
register movement. After defining the variable, the value inthe register may be spilled to
the memory, or moved to another register, or stay for later use. Thus we have:
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X
Ri
st.a.s ≤ X

Ri
def.a.s + X

Ri
mov.in.a.s

X
Ri
mov.out.a.s ≤ X

Ri
def.a.s

X
Ri
cont.a.s ≤ X

Ri
def.a.s + X

Ri
mov.in.a.s (3)

For the code spill at a definition point, only a store instruction may be possibly generated.
Thus, we have:

X
mem
cont.a.s ≤

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
st.a.s (4)

We next define the constraints for variable uses. Since we canknow if a use is the
last use (through backward analysis),XRi

lastUse.a.s is always exclusive from(XRi
use.a.s +

XRi
useCont.a.s). In addition,XRi

use.a.s andXRi
useCont.a.s are exclusive, and a use should be

in a register. The above are specified as:

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
lastUse.a.s = 1; or

∑

∀Ri

(XRi
use.a.s + X

Ri
useCont.a.s) = 1; (5)

At a use point, a variable may be located in a register due to its use in the previous
instruction, or loaded from the memory, or moved from another register. Depending on
whether it is the last use, we have one of the following two constraints:

X
Ri
use.a.s + X

Ri
useCont.a.s ≤ X

Ri
cont.a.(s−1) + X

Ri
ld.a.s + X

Ri
mov.in.a.s

X
Ri
last.a.s ≤ X

Ri
cont.a.(s−1) + X

Ri
ld.a.s + X

Ri
mov.in.a.s (6)

Since we only generate load spill, or inter-register movement before the use point, we
have:

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
ld.a.s ≤ X

mem
cont.a.(s−1)

∑

∀Ri

X
Ri
mov.out.a.s ≤ X

Ri
cont.a.(s−1) (7)

The following constraints are used to ensure that one register is assigned to only one
variable at a time. Next we introduce two temporary variablesURi

var.s andV Ri
var.last s. They

are not new decision variable. Instead they are introduced only to facilitate our discussion
in the paper, and are replaced by corresponding decision variables in the implementation.

URi
a.s is defined to describe the register assignment to the variablea at instructions.

U
Ri
a.s =







XRi
def.a.s : if a is defined ats

XRi
use.a.s + XRi

useCont.a.s : if a is used ats
XRi

lastUse.a.s : if a is used ats and no longer used in the later instructions
(8)
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V Ri
a.last s is defined to show the register assignment information of thelast access point of

variablea before instructions. Depending on whether instructionlast s is a definition
point or use point of variablea, V Ri

a.last s is calculated as follows.

V
Ri

a.last s =

{

XRi
cont.a.last s : if a is defined atlast s

XRi
useCont.a.last s : if a is used atlast s

(9)

To make sure that there is no register assignment conflict between the current variable
and the active variables which are processed before, the following constraint is applied:

∑

∀var

V
Ri

var.last s + U
Ri
a.s ≤ 1 (10)

For example, the following equations show the constraints at statement (2) in Figure 5:

U
Ri
b.2 = X

Ri
def.b.2

V
Ri

a.last use = X
Ri
cont.a.1

thus, X
Ri
def.b.2 + X

Ri
cont.a.1 ≤ 1 (11)

Also in order to avoid the register assignment conflict between the variables which are
used in the same instruction, the following constraint needs to be applied:

∑

∀var

U
Ri
var.s ≤ 1 (12)

For example, the following constraints at statement (6) in Figure 5:

U
Ri
a.6 = X

Ri
lastUse.a.6

U
Ri
b.6 = X

Ri
use.b.6 + X

Ri
useCont.b.6

thus, X
Ri
lastUse.a.6 + X

Ri
use.b.6 + X

Ri
useCont.b.6 ≤ 1 (13)

For Mica2 micro controllers, we need to enforce another typeof constraint. Each register
in Mica2 has 8 bits, i.e. one byte. A 32-bit integer variable should be allocated to four
consecutive registers, i.e., bytea, a+1, a+2, anda+3 should be in registerRi, Ri+1,
Ri+2, andRi+3 respectively:

X
Ri
use.(a).s = X

Ri+1

use.(a+1).s

X
Ri
use.(a+1).s = X

Ri+1

use.(a+2).s

X
Ri
use.(a+2).s = X

Ri+1

use.(a+3).s (14)

At the boundary of changed and unchanged code chunks, and at the merge point of
control flows, we insert inter-register move instructions to make sure that the values are
in proper registers before their next uses. In our future work, instead of performing
inter-register movements, we will introduce constraints similar to those in [Goodwin and
Wilken, 1996] for the merge point of control flows.
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Etotal = Echanged IR + Eunchanged IR + Espill + Eextra (15)

where

Echanged IR =
∑

∀s

(chg(s) × freq(s) × Eexe) +
∑

∀s

(chg(s) × Etrans) (16)

Eunchanged IR =
∑

∀s

((1 − chg(s)) × freq(s) × Eexe) +

∑

∀s

((1 − chg(s)) × (1 −
∏

∀a

X
prefer(a,s)

def/use.a.s) × Etrans) (17)

Espill =
∑

∀s,a,Ri

(freq(s) × (XRi
st.a.s + X

Ri
ld.a.s) × Eexe) +

∑

∀s,a,Ri

((1 − spill(a, Ri, s)) × (XRi
ld.a.s + X

Ri
st.a.s) × Etrans) (18)

Eextra =
∑

∀s,a,Ri

(freq(s) × X
Ri
mov.in.a.s × Eexe) +

∑

∀a,s,Ri

(XRi
mov.in.a.s × Etrans) (19)

Fig. 6. The objective function.

The objective function. The goal of our integer programming is to minimize the objective
function on total energy consumption, as expressed in equation (15) in Figure 6. The
equation defines the total energy consumption of the changedIR chunk under different
register allocation decisions. The notations used in equation (15) are listed as follows.
Other terms are explained as follows.

Etrans the energy consumed to disseminate one instruction in WSN;
Eexe the energy consumed to execute one instruction. We use the average

number here and differentiate the memory access (load,store) and ALU
instructions in the implementation.

prefer(a, s) the preferred-register for variablea at statements;
freq(s) the execution frequency count of statements;

chg(s) if s is an unchanged IR instruction. chg(s)=1 ifs has been changed; =0
otherwise;

spill(a, Ri, s) if variablea was spilled toRi/loaded back fromRi at statement s in the
old binary;

Espill specifies the energy consumption due to code spill. It includes two components:
the execution energy and the dissemination energy. The former has to do with the code
quality which is the main goal of many existing allocators. The latter is not negligible
when a new spill is generated or an old spill is removed. It is zero for all other cases, i.e.
either (1-spill(a,Ri, s))=0 or (XRi

ld.a.s + XRi
st.a.s) = 0 in the equation (13). For example,

if a is spilled toR1 in both new and old binaries, then we have zero transmission cost:
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for R1, 1-spill(a,R1,s)=0,XR1

ld.a.s + XR1

st.a.s=1
for Ri(Ri 6=R1), 1-spill(a,Ri,s)=1,XRi

ld.a.s + XRi
st.a.s=0

Echanged IR specifies the energy consumption due to changed IR instructions. It in-
cludes both the execution and the dissemination energy consumption as well. As we can
see, no matter which register allocator is used, a changed IRinstruction always results in
a binary instruction that should be disseminated to remote sensors. ThereforeEchanged IR

is a constant in the model.
Eunchanged IR specifies the energy consumption due to unchanged IR instructions. As-

sume we have an unchanged IR instruction “a=a+b” anda andb’s preferred-registers are
R1 andR2 respectively. If the new allocation decision follows the old allocation scheme,
then there is no dissemination cost, i.e. the same binary instruction “add R1, R2” is
generated. Ifa is assigned to a different register, sayR3, and we generate “add R3,
R2”, then this new instruction needs to be disseminated to replace the old one on the sen-
sor. As shown in equation (12), this component is non-linear—- oneEtrans is introduced
for either one or two changes of the two preferred registers.

Eextra is the extra energy consumption due to inserted inter-register movements. This
term is zero if a traditional compiler decision is used. Our UCC-RA targets at achieving
overall energy efficiency, i.e.Eextra is positive only when we can gain more reduction
from other components, e.g.Eunchanged IR.

In the above model,X∗∗ are decision variables that need to be determined by the UCC-
RA, while others such aschg(s), freq(s), etc. are known for a given code chunk. Since
equation (12) is non-linear, the above formulation of UCC-RA results in a mixed integer
non-linear programming problem (MINLP) [Bonmin]. While thespeed of MINLP solvers
has been improved greatly in recent years [Bonmin], it is still much slower than solving
a linear problem. Our experiments results show that MINLP can be orders of magnitude
slower than a linear problem of similar sizes, i.e., similarnumber of decision variables and
constraint. We next discuss how to convert the MINLP problemto an ILP problem through
approximation.

3.4 Solving an ILP problem

In this section we model the update energy consumption linearly such that the UCC-RA
can be solved using an ILP solver.

For an unchanged IR instruction with two variablesa andb (to comply with Mica2 AVR
ISA, each IR instruction in our model has at most two different operands). Assume their
preferred registers areR1 andR2 respectively, we model the energy consumption as

∑

∀s

((1 − chg(s)) × ((1 − X
R1
use.a...) + (1 − X

R2
use.b...))) × Etrans × δ (20)

whereδ = 3/4, a coefficient that approximates the update cost. It is decided as follows.
Assume each variable has equal opportunity of being assigned and not assigned to its
preferred register. For the instruction with two variablesa andb and preferred registers
R1 andR2 respectively, there are four possibilities altogether: (i) a is in R1, b is in R2;
(ii) a is in R1, b is not inR2; (iii) a is not inR1, b is in R2; (iv) a is not inR1, b is not
in R2. It is clear that case (i) has no update cost while each of other three cases needs to
update one instruction. Therefore the average update cost is (3/4) × Costsingle, which
decidesδ to be3/4.
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After converting the model into an ILP problem, we adopt a widely used ILP solver
— LP solve [Berkelaar] to find the optimal assignment of decisionvariables such that the
cost (modeled in the objective cost function) is minimized.We then map decision variables
back to register assignments, and generate the code and the corresponding update script as
well.

4. UPDATE-CONSCIOUS DATA ALLOCATION

In addition to register allocation schemes, the data allocation strategy can also affect the
similarity between different versions of code, as illustrated in the example in Figure 7. In
the original code (Figure 7(a)), three variablesa, b, andc are allocated with offset 0, 2,
and 4 respectively, to a base address. Assume the code is updated by replacing variablea
with a constant, and introducing a new variabled. The existing compiler may generate the
data allocation scheme as shown in Figure 7(b), in which all variables are assigned with
new offsets, resulting in three update primitives in the update script. However, an update-
conscious algorithm should put the new variabled in a’s location, as shown in Figure 7(c),
resulting in only one update primitive in the script. On the other hand, if there was nod
in the new code and if we did not reclaim the word taken bya, we would waste the word
in the data segment or more if the function is recursively invoked. This will increase the
memory footprint on remote sensors.

; b offset=0

; c offset=2

; d offset=4

…

li r1, 100

ld r2, 0xa00

add r2, r2, r1

st r2, 0xa02

lsl r2

uint_16 a;

uint_16 b;

uint_16 c;

… 

a=100;

c = a + b;

…

; a offset=0

; b offset=2

; c offset=4

… 

li r1, 100

ld r2, 0xa02

add r2, r2, r1

st r2, 0xa04

uint_16 a;

uint_16 b;

uint_16 c;

uint_16 d;

…

a=100;

c = 100 + b;

d = b <<1;

      (a)       (b)

; d offset=0

; b offset=2

; c offset=4

…

li r1, 100

ld r2, 0xa02

add r2, r2, r1

st r2, 0xa04

lsl r2

uint_16 a;

uint_16 b;

uint_16 c;

uint_16 d;

…

a=100;

c = 100 + b;

d = b <<1;

      (c)

[R: ld …]

[R: st …]

[R: lsl …]

Source: Assembly: Source: Assembly: Update script: Source: Assembly: Update script:

[R: lsl … ]

Fig. 7. An incremental data allocation example ((a)original source and assembly code;
(b)new code and the update script; (c)incrementally generated new code with a smaller
update script.)

4.1 Threshold-based data allocation

To address the problem described above, we propose athreshold-based data allocation
mechanism. The intuition is to reuse the space of deleted variables as much as we can. If
there are more new variables than deleted ones, we will first use up the space of the deleted
variables and then allocate more space. If there are more deleted variables, then we have
two options to choose from: (i) relocate some old variables;(ii) do not relocate. The first
option does not waste the space resource on sensor node, but it needs to change the program
code because of the relocated variables. The second option incurs less code changes but
leaves “holes” in the data segments at runtime. As a hybrid ofthese two options, our
proposed algorithm ensures that the total wasted space is less than a given threshold —
SpaceT . For ease of illustration, we elaborate on the procedures for variables of word
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type only. The principle can be applied to other data types such as array and composite
structures similarly.

First, we collect the following profiles for each functionPi(i ≥ 0) in the program.P0

is a dummy function that contains all global variables.

DelVi the total number of deleted variables;
NewVi the total number of new variables;
Depthi the projected maximal simultaneous instances ofPi;

Usagei(a) the usage of variablea in Pi.

Second, we gradually allocate new variables within each procedurePi as follows. We do
not remove the deleted variables directly. Instead, we onlymark them as deleted variables
so that their space can be reused by new variables. IfNewVi ≥ DelVi, we reuse all
the space from deleted variables and allocate extra space tosatisfy the remaining new
variables. IfNewVi < DelVi, i.e., new variables cannot reuse all space of the deleted
ones, then we compute that there areExtrai = Deli - NewVi number of words left to be
filled, and move to the next step.

Third, we adjust the data allocation by incrementally relocating thelast variable in each
function. We keep moving the last variable into a “hole” leftby a deleted variable, until all
the holes are filled. That is,

∑

∀Pi

Extrai × Depthi ≤ SpaceT (21)

As we have shown in Figure 7, such a move will cause changes in all the instructions
that use the last variable. If equation (21) cannot be satisfied for all procedures, to keep
the changes minimum, we should first serve those that might demand the most runtime
memory but have the least number of uses. That is, we should find a procedurej such that

Depthj

Usagej(last)
= MAX(

Depthi

Usagei(last)
) (∀i, Extrai > 0) (22)

We then relocate the last variable in procedurej to one deleted memory word. By doing
so, we can shrink the maximal runtime memory usage byDepthj (as it is the last variable
in that procedure), and incur less code changes (as the variable with less usage is selected).
We then decrementExtraj and continue this step until equation (21) is satisfied.

For example in Figure 7, ifd is not introduced, we will reusea’s space withc if
SpaceT = 0, i.e. no wasted space. This will result in an edit script withtwo primi-
tives to updatec andd respectively. This code still outperforms the default scheme in
Figure 7(b) which requires three update primitives.

The data allocation problem may become more complicated if it is coupled with code
generation where data offset are encoded with instruction types. For example successive
instructions using post-increment addressing (PIA) mode will access successive data in
memory with implicit address increment between two instructions. If data is relocated, new
instructions must be inserted to change the memory access address in the next instruction.
Fortunately, we experimented withgcc 3.4.3 compiler and found that the PIA mode
is mainly used to access the four bytes of an integer variableand thus is insensitive to the
variable relocation. For this reason, we do not consider theimpact the PIA mode when
relocating the data. If they are used beyond a word boundary,we treat them individually
by inserting new addressing instructions.
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5. UPDATE DISSEMINATION

With the new binary code generated by the update-conscious compilation technique, we
summarize the code difference into a small update script andthen employ Deluge[Hui
and Culler, 2004], the dissemination protocol in TinyOS to disseminate the script to the
network. After receiving the script, each sensor node re-builds the new binary code from
the script and the old code.

5.1 Script generation

An update script consists of a sequence of update primitivesthat guides how to construct
the new code from the old version. Clearly the design of script primitives affects the size
of update script and thus the amount of data to be transmitted. In this paper we adopt six
different types of primitives as shown in Figure 8. The first five are similar to those in
[Reijers and Langendoen, 2003].

primitive format and operation cost (bytes)

copy 010x xxxx 1

number of bytes to be copied

insert 000x xxxx data data ... 1 + number 

number of bytes to be inserted

remove 011x xxxx 1

number of bytes to be removed

shift 1000 0000 7

[A1, A2, S] 3 words: 

shift S bytes from A1 to A2

...

replace 001x xxxx data data ... 1 + number 

number of bytes to be replaced

clone 5 + 2*number1001 0000 start_addr end_addr register mappings

[A1,A2,Ra1...Ra32,Rb1...Rb32] 

clone instructions [A1,A2]. Replace all Rai 

with Rbi.

2 words 1word * number of 

register mappings

Fig. 8. The update primitives.

5.1.1 Simple primitives. There are four simple update primitives —insert,replace,
copy, andremove. Bothinsert andreplace primitives have one-byte opcode and
n bytes of data/instructions to be incorporated. Thecopy andremove primitives take
one byte each and specify the size of old data/instruction block to be copied or removed.

Figure 9 shows a simple example of the basic primitives. The new version contains three
chunks of code,[100,110], [112,130], and[132,140]. Both the first and third
chunks can be found in the old code while the second chunk is new. Therefore the update
script contains twocopy primitives and oneinsert primitive. The insert primitive has
a one-byte opcode and ten instructions (or 20 bytes). The total size of the update script is
23 bytes.

5.1.2 Shift primitive. Next we describe theshift primitive [Reijers and Langendoen,
2003] which is used to adjust the branch/jump instructions’destination addresses due to
shifted instruction/data blocks.
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(100)   ldi r1, 0xa02

…….

(110)   

      (a) Old Version       (b) New Version

(100)   ldi r1, 0xa02

…….

(110)   

Assembly: Assembly: Update script:

(112)   mov r2, r1

……

(130)   subi r2, 0xa04

(132)   add r2, r2, r1

……

(140)  

(112)   add r2, r2, r1

……

(120)  

Insert 20            ; insert the following 10 

                          ; instructions (20 bytes)

mov r2,r1           ; mov r2, r1

……                   ;   ……

subi r2,0xa04     ; subi r2, 0xa04

copy 10               ; copy 5 instructions (10 bytes)

copy 10              ; copy 5 instructions (10 bytes)

Fig. 9. An example of update script involving basic primitives. New code[112,130] is inserted.[112,120]
in the original code is now moved to[130,140] in the new version.

As Figure 8 shows, theshift primitive contains a one-byte opcode and another three
words to indicate that the code segment[A1,A2] is now moved to[A1+S,A2+S]. Thus,
all the branch/jump instructions whose destination addresses are in the range[A1,A2],
need to shift the destination addresses byS.

To interpret theshift script, the binary rewriter running on the sensor nodes needs
to have simple decoding ability — it picks up each control transfer instruction, checks
whether its target address falls in the range that needs to beshifted, and updates them with
new addresses. For absolute branch instructions, their target addresses can be decoded
from the instruction directly; for relative branch instructions, their target addresses can be
computed by adding the relative offset to the address of the current instruction.

(100)   ldi r1, 0xa02

…….

(106)   cpi r1, 0xa04

(108)   brne .+2

(110)   ldi r1, 0xa04

      (a) Old Version       (b) New Version

(100)   ldi r1, 0xa02

…….

(106)   cpi r1, 0xa04

(108)   brne .+2

(110)   ldi r1, 0xa04

Assembly: Assembly: Update script:

(112)   mov r2, r1

……

(130)   

(132)   add r2, r2, r1

……

(140)  

(112)   add r2, r2, r1

……

(120)  

Insert 20          ; insert the following 10 

mov r2, r1          ; instructions (20 bytes)

……                        ; mov r2, r1 

                               ;…...

copy 10;                ; copy 5 instructions (10 bytes)

shift 112,132,20     ;block [112,120] is moved to 

         ;[132,140].

copy 10                  ; copy 5 instructions (10 bytes)

Fig. 10. An example of update script involvingshift primitive. New code[112,130] is inserted.
[112,120] in the old code is now moved to[132,140] in the new version. Some control flow instructions
are affected due to this address change.

Figure 10 shows an example using theshift primitive. Due to the insertion of new
code, the chunk[112,120] in the old version is now moved to[132,140] in the new
version. Thus all the control flow instructions that jump to any instruction in this chunk
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need to be updated. In the example theshift primitive specifies that all the branch
instructions whose targets are in the address range[112,120] should be shifted by 20.

When one block movement causes several changes in the code, using shift primitive
helps to minimize the script size. The tradeoff is, a slightly more powerful interpreter has
to be installed on the sensor side such that it can decode eachinstruction type to extract the
desired target address.

5.1.3 Clone primitive. When we study the real applications in TinyOS, we observed
thatinline functions were widely used to improve the code readability while reducing
the runtime overhead. We found that a small source code levelchange to aninline
function might cause binary changes at all the places where theinline function is called.
The differences are similar to each other since they are compiled from the same source
code. In most cases, the only difference is the register assignment, due to different sets of
free registers at different places.

Base on this observation, we introduced theclone primitive. Assuming that aninline
function is called at multiple places, such as block[A1,A2] and[B1,B2], where A1,
A2, B1 and B2 are the instruction addresses. The code structures of these two blocks are
exactly the same because they have the same source code, however the register assign-
ments are different due to the context differences. If we useblock[A1,A2] as the com-
parison base, try to match the register allocation between these two blocks, we can get the
following register mapping between them ,(Ra1, Ra2, ..., Ran) ⇒ (R′b1, R

′

b2, ..., R
′

bn).
Given such information, instead of using a sequence of the other primitives to describe
the updated/new code of block[B1,B2], we could rather copy instructions from block
[A1,A2], and slightly change the register assignments according tothe register mapping
to rebuild block[B1,B2].

Theclone primitive has a one-byte opcode, several bytes to specify the starting and
ending addresses of the code segment where the code would be copied from, and the reg-
ister mapping (Figure 8). The primitive length varies according to the register mapping
complexity. Assume there areN pairs of register mappings, theclone primitive length is
5+2*N.

To interpret theclone primitive, the sensor node will copy the instructions from code
segment[A1,A2], and replace all(Rai) with (Rbi).

Fig. 11. An example of update script involvingclone primitive. New code[200,206], which is compiled
from the sameinline function as code[100,106] is inserted.
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Figure 11 shows an example using theclone primitive. Both the code[200,206]
and[100,106] are compiled from the sameinline function. Instead of generating
the update script for[200,206] by using theinsert primitive, theclone primitive
is used to specify that the second code block clones the block[100,106] while registers
r1 andr2 needs to be updated to ber11 andr12 respectively.

Theclone primitive can reduce the script size when theinline function is called
at multiple places, and the register mapping is clear. However, if the register mapping is
too complicated the script size could be very big, in which case it is better to use basic
primitives, such asinsert andreplace. In addition, it requires that the sensor-side
interpreter has simple decoding ability to extract register names from different instruction
types, and replace them with new ones.

5.2 Script dissemination

With the script primitives defined above, we can generate thecode update script. In practice
the script is divided into a sequence of data packets with each packet having 23 bytes
payload in TinyOS. For security protection reasons, encryption and/or authentication can
be applied to these data packets [Lanigan et al., 2006; Duttaet al., 2006]. There are a
few dissemination protocols developed to distribute the software update in wireless sensor
networks, such as Deluge[Hui and Culler, 2004] and MNP[Kulkarni et al., 2005]. We
chose to use the Deluge protocol to do the code dissemination, because it’s a reliable data
dissemination protocol for propagating large data objectsfrom one source node to many
nodes which are multihops away from the sink in wireless sensor networks.

To improve dissemination effectiveness in lossy wireless communication, Deluge groups
the packets into a number of pages with each page containing afixed number of packets.
Pages are disseminated sequentially while the packets within one page may be received out
of order. For simplicity, in Deluge, one sensor needs to receive all packets within one page
before receiving the next page.

Receive an ADV 

with newer data 

Request TransmitMaintain

Receive all the packets 

of the requested page.

Send out all the packets 

of the requested page.

Receive a REQ 

Fig. 12. Advertise-request-data handshaking protocol in Deluge.

Next we briefly describe Deluge protocol to assist understanding our experimental re-
sults while more details can be found in [Hui and Culler, 2004]. Deluge uses three types
of messages to disseminate the code. Each sensor node periodically broadcasts the adver-
tisement message (ADV) which contains the information of the code to be disseminated,
including the number of pages it has received so far. The states of nodes are set to be
Maintain at the beginning. When a sensor nodeS receives an advertisement, which
indicates that the neighborN has finished more pages than itself, it will send out a request
message (REQ) to N asking for a new page, and change its own state toRequest. The
state is changed back after receiving all packets of the requested page. NodeN changes its
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state toTransmit when it receives the request message, and starts sending therequested
packets inDATAmessages. After the transmission, its state is changed backtoMaintain
state. Figure 12 illustrates theADV-REQ-DATA handshaking protocol in Deluge[Hui and
Culler, 2004].

5.3 Reconstructing the new code at the sensor side

In Deluge, the received code is placed in the data memory and is written to the program
flash after passing CRC and security checks. In our augmenteddesign, the sensor needs
to reconstruct the new code — a simple sensor side interpreter retrieves both the old code
and the update script, incrementally reconstructs the new code segments in the memory,
and writes the new code segments to the program flash.

6. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our proposed update-conscious register allocation (UCC-RA) and
data allocation (UCC-DA) techniques, and compared them with the results generated by
the GNC C compiler (GCC-RA and GCC-DA). In this section, we discuss our experimental
settings and present the results on code quality, energy efficiency, and compilation time.

6.1 Settings

We simulated a sensor network that consists of Mica2 mote nodes [Xbow] running TinyOS
[Tinyos, 2008], an open source operating system designed for WSNs. The processor that
Mica2 (MPR400CB model) uses is the AMTEL AVR micro controller — ATmega128L [Xbow].

To compile the code for Mica2, we chosencc, the NesC compiler included in TinyOS
release, andavr-gcc, the GNU C compiler (GCC) re-targeted for AMTEL AVR micro
controllers. We used-O3 option to compile the code and ensured the code fit in the
sensor storage (i.e. we considered-Os option as well). We used the default register
allocator of thegcc/avr-gcc, for using the new iterative graph allocator (with the option
-fnew-ra) would give similar results.

We selectedAvrora, an instruction-level sensor network simulator, to collect the exe-
cution cycles of the code before and after compiling the updated code with UCC and GCC
(the accuracy of the simulator has been reported in prior work [Titzer et al., 2005]). We
then integrated the energy model and execution profiles to study the energy consumption
tradeoffs with different compilation approaches. The update script generator is built over
Diffutils tool[Diffutils].

6.2 Code update benchmark

Applications running on remote sensors may be updated for various reasons, e.g. bug fixes,
code patches, sensor reconfigurations for adapting to changing environments, and change
of applications. A recent study showed that code fixes and sensor reconfigurations happen
more often than changing the application completely because the latter is much more costly
[Dunkels et al., 2006].

We categorize different updates into three types accordingto their impact on code struc-
tures: (a) small changes, which are made to local basic blocks; (b) medium changes, which
include changes in a large function or across several functions, but still preserve the overall
structure of the original code; (c) large changes, which significantly change the code struc-
ture. Frequent updates such as code fixes and sensor reconfigurations are mainly small or
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Benchmark Source Details

Blink TinyOS It starts a 1Hz timer and toggles the red LED every time it fires.
CntToLeds TinyOS It maintains a counter on a 4Hz timer and displays the lowest three bits

of the counter value. The red LED is the least significant of the bits,
while the yellow is the most significant.

CntToRfm TinyOS It maintains a counter on a 4Hz timer and sends out the value of the
counter in an IntMsg AM packet on each increment.

CntToLeds
AndRfm

TinyOS It maintains a counter on a 4Hz timer; it combines the tasks performed
by CntToRfm and CntToLeds.

AES Crypto
Lib

It encrypts a given 128 bit input buffer using AES algorithm. We select
the encryption code in the experiment.

Deluge TinyOS The mulithop code dissemination protocol in TinyOS. We tracked its
continuous updates in different TinyOS versions as a real life case
study.

Fig. 13. Benchmark programs.

medium changes, while replacing the application with a new one introduces medium to
large changes. We show our results for all three types of changes in this section.

The benchmark programs that we used for testing our UCC-RA and UCC-DA are listed
in Figure 13. Those are from the TinyOS release and the cryptolibrary [Dai, 2007]. In par-
ticular, the Deluge program is the code dissemination protocol that we used to disseminate
the update script. The implementation undergoes several bug fixes and updates in consec-
utive TinyOS versions. We tracked these updates as a real life case study and reported the
results in Section 6.8.

6.3 The dissemination cost

Figure 14 summarizes the synthetic updates that we made to the benchmarks. The updates
vary from small, through medium, to large changes, as described below:

—The small and medium test cases cover a wide range of changes including constant
changes, variable changes, parameter changes, instruction changes, and control flow
changes. More complex updates may require one or more such changes.

—Complex updates tend to create changes over many functions,though most of these test
cases impact only one function. To fairly evaluate the UCC-RA and decouple its impact
from data allocation and code layout, we only report the changes in the functions that are
directly affected (rather than, for instance, code shifting due to expansion/shrinkage of
neighbor functions). In addition, we observed minimal inter-procedural correlation. For
example, the same global variable can be assigned with different registers in different
functions. Therefore the overall impact of large updates can be estimated by summariz-
ing the changes in simple updates.

—We evaluate the code changes usingDiffscript size, the size of the update scripts that
are used to change the old binaries to the new ones.

We first conducted experiments to compare the disseminationcost between UCC-RA
and GCC-RA. For GCC-RA, we manually find the best match between the new and the
old binaries. This is the lower bound of existingbinary-diff-based code dissemination al-
gorithms [Platen and Eker, 2006; Reijers and Langendoen, 2003]. That is, we compared
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Case
#

Update
Level

Update details

1 Small In CntToLeds: change the color of blink.
2 Small In Blink: insert one local variable and one use in runnext task.
3 Small In AES: insert one local variable and use it within the loop in aesencrypt.
4 Small In AES: change one instruction in aesencrypt.
5 Small In AES: insert a local variable in aesencrypt and use it twice — within and

outside the loop.
6 Small In Blink: add a new parameter in TOSHrun task.
7 Medium In CntToLeds: insert three variables and their uses;
8 Medium In CntToRfm: insert a global variable and use in three different functions.
9 Medium In CntToRfm: insert a local variable and use it several times in

TOSH run next task function.
10 Medium In Blink: insert a global variable and use it in a new if/then branch in

TOSH run next task function.
11 Medium In Blink: add an else branch for an if statement in TimerHandleFire.
12 Large Change the application from CntToRfms to CntToLedsRfm

13 Large Change the application from CntToLeds to CntToRfms.

Fig. 14. Experimental update details.

our results against the best possible implementation of existing update-unconscious ap-
proaches [Platen and Eker, 2006; Reijers and Langendoen, 2003].
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Fig. 15. The code dissemination cost.

Figure 15 shows the results, inDiffscript size, for update test cases 1 to 12. As we
can see, UCC-RA greatly reduces the code difference as it effectively localizes the code
changes — the majority of the code can be kept the same. On the contrary, GCC-RA may
generate only local changes (test case 1), but may also propagate local changes to a much
larger range (test case 4).

We then studied the two large changes. Test case 12 introduces several new functions
most of which are smallinline functions. They disturb the register selection in a large func-
tion and introduce significant number of differences, whichare seen when using GCC-RA.
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Fortunately, those differences are minimized in UCC-RA. Test case 13 represents another
type of large changes, the applicationCntToLeds is quite different fromCntToRfms.
The former has 828 instructions while the latter has 4351 instructions. It is an expensive
update since all new instructions and functions have to be disseminated across the network.
There is some code similarity due to the fact that applications in the same TinyOS environ-
ment follow a generic structure. GCC-RA can reuse 422 instructions and need to update
3929 instructions. UCC-RA can reuse 63 more instructions, which represents an increase
of 15% from GCC-RA, and accounts for about 7.6% of the old code(CntToLeds).

6.4 The code quality comparison

Next, we compared the code quality resulting from differentalgorithms. The code quality
is quantified usingDiffcycle, the changes in execution cycles between the old and new
version of the binary. This metric also indicates the slowdown in execution time after
applying update-conscious compilation.
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Fig. 16. The performance comparison (single run).

Figure 16 shows the results for test case 1 to 12. In most of these cases, UCC-RA and
GCC-RA have the sameDiffcycle, i.e. they have the same code quality. This is because
both of them can find free registers to use, and no extra spill code need to be generated.
Thus, register conflicts are small. In some cases, e.g., testcase 12, UCC-RA inserts three
mov instructions since by doing so, it can save 406 instruction updates and achieve overall
energy efficiency.

The slowdown from applying UCC-RA is negligible in nearly all cases. For example,
the three cycles introduced by UCC-RA in test case 12 accounts for less than 0.01% of
244K cycles — the total number of cycles per single run for theapplicationCntToRfm.
We study its energy consumption over a long period after manyinvocations, in the next
section.

For test case 13, UCC-RA only uses the preferred register tagas hint when selecting
registers. It has the same code quality as the one generated by GCC-RA.
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6.5 The energy consumption

The energy savings per update are calculated as follows. We first computeDiffenergy

(defined below), the energy consumption difference (per single run) before and after the
code update. It incorporates the energy consumed in both data transmission and instruction
execution. Second, we compute the energy savings per updatefor GCC-RA and UCC-RA
respectively.

Diffenergy =

(Diffscript size × Etrans + Diffcycle × Eexe × Cnt) (23)

EnergySavings =

DiffGCC−RA
energy − DiffUCC−RA

energy (24)

whereCnt is the total number of times that the code may be executed before it retires. A
code retires when either it is overwritten by a later update or the sensor node has consumed
all its battery energy and dies.

Figure 17 plots the the energy savings of UCC-RA over GCC-RA as a function ofCnt,
which is projected from the execution profiles and the code update frequency. Code frag-
ments that reside in a loop, or retire after a long time, have largerCnts than others. From
the figure, we can see that when UCC-RA and GCC-RA generate thesame quality code
(same Diffcycle, such as for test case 1), the energy savings are independentof Cnt. The
savings mainly come from the reduced transmission energy. The larger number of instruc-
tions we reduce from GCC-RA, the less data we need to transmit, and the more savings we
gain from UCC-RA.

When the code generated from UCC-RA runs slightly slower thanthat from GCC-RA
(e.g., test case 12), extra energy will be consumed in instruction execution. This can dimin-
ish the transmission energy savings when the code is executed very frequently. Therefore,
UCC-RA adaptively insertsmov instructions according to execution profiles and update
frequency. A largeCnt would disable the insertion such that UCC-RA and GCC-RA have
the same energy consumption in the worst case. For example, UCC-RA falls back to take
the GCC-RA’s decision when the modified in code test case 12 isprojected to execute more
than 107 times.

6.6 The problem complexity and compilation time

Since the ILP problem is more complex to solve when the numberof instructions and
variables increase, we discuss the problem complexity in this section. Figure 18 plots the
number of constraints as a function of instruction number. We can see that the number
of constraints increases almost linearly with the number ofIR instructions. We plot the
number of iterations that the LPsolve [Berkelaar] requires as a function of (the number of
variables× the number of IR instructions) in Figure 19.

An interesting observation we found is that the preferred register tag helps to improve
the performance. Comparing to an ILP-based register allocator which allocates register
from scratch, the preferred register tag is a hint to the solver and can reduce the number of
iterations that solver needs to try. As an extreme case, we also tested misleading preferred
register tags, e.g., variables are assigned to the preferred register tag randomly, we found
the solver may need 2 or 3 times more iterations to solve.
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Fig. 17. The energy savings per update with different code execution frequency.

To see how fast the problem can be solved, we conducted timingexperiments on Intel
Xeon 3.6GHz processor running Fedora Linux 2.4.21 kernel. The physical memory size
is 2GB while in the experiments, the largest observed memoryusage is less than 256
MB. Figure 20 shows that the average time required to solve one iteration increase about
linearly with the problem complexity. It usually takes the solver less than 175 seconds to
allocate registers for a chunk of 250 IR instructions. As a comparison, it takes GCC-RA
less than one second to solve the same problem. While UCC-RA ismuch slower than
GCC-RA, it is not a significant problem for WSNs due to the following reasons: (i) sensor
applications are small programs limited by the memory size of the sensor node; (ii) UCC-
RA is applied only to the identifiedchanged chunks instead of the complete functions or
the whole application; (iii) it is worthwhile to trade the compilation time at the server side,
where both energy and computation power are abundant, for the energy savings on sensor
nodes where resources are highly constrained.

We also performed experiments on testing whether approximating the original non-
linear integer programming problem with a linear problem degraded the final results. We
observed the same allocation decisions for all the test cases with or without the approxima-
tion. The only difference is that solving non-linear problems is orders of magnitude slower
than a linear problem.

6.7 The update-conscious data allocation

Next, we studied the effectiveness of update-conscious data allocation. When new global
variables are added to a program (test caseD1 Figure 21), the data layout could change
greatly. This could significantly reduce the code similarity in the final binary. For example,
when we added a global variable inCntToLeds, we observed 517 instruction difference
which accounts for about 10% of the total instructions.

In our second test caseD2, we shuffled the global variables in the code and changed their
names. Interestingly, no code change was observed in GCC-RAunless the variable names
were changed. This is because the data allocation scheme ingcc hashes the variable into
the symbol table using their names. This helps to improve thecompilation speed, but also
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Fig. 19. The number of iterations as a function of (the number ofvariables× the number of IR instructions).

creates difficulties under the update-conscious requirement. For example, a newly added
variable may be allocated to the beginning of the data segment, causing many changes in
data layout, even if it is defined at the end of a function. Similarly, even for functions with
few variables, this is difficult to attack as the function maybe inlined during optimizations.
Notice that a name change of a variable is essentially a deletion of the old variable plus an
insertion of a new variable. This can be handled naturally byUCC-DA as the new variable
always takes the space of a deleted variable. Therefore, thechange of variable names can
be solved easily with UCC-DA to improve the code similarity.

6.8 Case study

We used function unit Deluge[Hui and Culler, 2004] of TinyOS-1.x[Tinyos, 2008] as case
study. Deluge[Hui and Culler, 2004] is a reliable data dissemination protocol for propagat-
ing large amount of data over the Wireless Sensor Networks. We studied updates of Deluge
from TinyOS version 1.52 to version 1.58. The update detailsare shown as Figure 22.
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Case # Update details

D1 In CntToRfm: Insert several global variables.
D2 In CntToLEDs: Shuffle the order of variables and

change variable names.

Fig. 21. Data layout update details.

Case
#

Versions Update
Level

Update details

1 1.52 ⇒ 1.53 Small Add one statement to reset one variable.
2 1.53 ⇒ 1.54 Large Add one variable, and related statements to update this

variable when necessary. One statement is updated to
use this variable instead.

3 1.54 ⇒ 1.55 Medium Modify the condition of two “if” statements.
4 1.55 ⇒ 1.56 Large Move one function. Add one “if” statement to reset one

variable when it’s invalid, and all the other four related
variables.

5 1.56 ⇒ 1.57 Medium Move two “memcpy” statements to be next to the relative
“if” statements.

6 1.57 ⇒ 1.58 Large Modify the condition of two “if” statements. Add two
“for” loops. Remove two statements.

Fig. 22. Case study update details.

We used both GCC and UCC to get new binaries after each update,and then generate the
update scripts according using update primitives described in Section 5. Figure 23 shows
the comparison results which include the number of script instructions per each type of
primitive, and the final script size (bytes) for these two compilation techniques. In the case
study, we did not add new instructions such that the performance is the same.

The average script size deduction for all the 6 test cases is 55% comparing with GCC.
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Case
#

GCC
Script
Size
(bytes)

#A #R #P #C #L UCC
Script
Size
(bytes)

#A #R #P #C #L

1 249 4 3 22 30 0 5 1 0 0 2 0
2 557 6 3 52 62 0 191 8 3 1 4 0
3 447 2 1 39 43 0 12 3 3 0 4 0
4 605 1 1 4 7 0 512 6 0 1 8 0
5 277 0 4 31 36 0 35 3 1 0 3 0
6 3981 12 6 143 162 0 1069 2 2 1 6 2

Fig. 23. Case study script size comparison (#A: add primitive;#R: remove primitive; #P: replace primitive; #C:
copy primitive; #L: clone primitive).

This is because UCC reduces the instructions that need to be updated, thus the number of
update primitives in the script is reduced. In addition, we found that when more instruc-
tions need to be updated, the code tends to be divided into smaller pieces, which results
in morecopy primitives. For example in case 3, UCC reduces the number ofreplace
primitives from 39 to 0, andcopy primitives from 43 to 4, which results in a 97% script
size deduction. From the results, we also observed that it isnot always beneficial to apply
theclone primitive. When the number of the instructions that can be “cloned” from the
original code is not big enough, usingreplace primitive is more efficient.
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Fig. 25. Data transmission comparison.

Besides the script size comparison, we also used the software update protocol Del-
uge[Hui and Culler, 2004] to disseminate the scripts to the wireless sensor network and
measured the completion time and data size transmitted in the network. We used TOSSIM[Levis
et al., 2003], the simulator provided by TINYOS[Tinyos, 2008] to disseminate these scripts
over a 5x5 network. The scripts are injected to the sink node,and then propagated to the
whole network.

We first compared the update duration time, which measures the time spent on routing
these scripts in the network. It starts when the script injection to the sink node is finished,
and ends when the whole network receives the scripts. The results are shown in Figure24.
As larger scripts cost more time to propagate in the network,and UCC generates smaller
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scripts comparing with GCC, according to our experiment results, we can save 29% dis-
semination time on average.

Then we compared the transmission overhead over the networkbetween UCC and GCC.
We measured the size of the data transmitted over the network, which includes all three
types of messages that are used by Deluge[Hui and Culler, 2004]. Because the scripts are
divided into fixed sized pages to transmit over the network, larger scripts produce more
pages, which results in a high transmission overhead. In addition more pages tend to cause
more communication conflicts over the network. On average UCC transmits 46% less data
during code dissemination.

7. RELATED RESEARCH

We have discussed prior research that are closely related toour work in the introduction
section. Here we focus on the previous work on register allocation in a traditional compi-
lation framework.

In the past twenty years, the register allocation problem has been extensively studied
with great success in many aspects. Traditional register allocators construct the interfer-
ence graph of variables and solve the global register allocation as a graph coloring prob-
lem [Chaitin et al., 1981; George and Appel, 1996; Briggs et al., 1994; Chow et al., 1984].
To achieve fast compilation, linear-scan algorithms assign variables to available registers
through a simple scan of the program, instead of constructing the interference graph [Po-
letto et al., 1999; Traub et al., 1998]. It was reported that linear-scan allocators generate
similar code as those from graph coloring-based allocators. Recently, the optimal or near
optimal register allocation was formulated and solved through integer linear programming
[Goodwin and Wilken, 1996] or multi-commodity network flows[Koes et al., 2006]. In
addition to achieving better performance, algorithms havebeen proposed to achieve many
other objectives. For example, an early work [Naik and Palsberg, 2002] considered the
code size constraint in register allocation, and generatedcompact code for embedded sys-
tems. Researchers also [Zhuang and Pande, 2006] exploited differential encoding designs
that allow the use of more registers in the program.

To save the compilation time after small code changes, Bivens and Soffa proposed the
incremental register allocation (IRA) scheme [Bivens and Soffa, 1990] which, similar to
UCC, only reallocates registers for the changed code while preserving the assignment for
unchanged code. The difference is, IRA exploits the traditional graph coloring algorithm
for the changed code without considering code similarity and energy consumption model.
IRA uses a different criteria to identify changed code and itneither performs inter-register
movement nor gives register selection priority to preferred-registers. The register assign-
ment generated from IRA is not update-conscious.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed update-conscious compilation techniques for achieving energy
efficiency in wireless sensor networks. We present algorithms on how to perform update-
conscious data allocation and register allocation. The experimental results showed great
improvements over update-unconscious solutions. In the future, we will extend the update-
conscious compilation research to other environments using costly wireless communica-
tion, such as cellular phone users in ad-hoc networks.
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